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Abstract—Recently, non-regular three-quarter sampling has
shown to deliver an increased image quality of image sensors
by using differently oriented L-shaped pixels compared to the
same number of square pixels. A three-quarter sampling sensor
can be understood as a conventional low-resolution sensor where
one quadrant of each square pixel is opaque. Subsequent to the
measurement, the data can be reconstructed on a regular grid
with twice the resolution in both spatial dimensions using an
appropriate reconstruction algorithm. For this reconstruction,
local joint sparse deconvolution and extrapolation (L-JSDE)
has shown to perform very well. As a disadvantage, L-JSDE
requires long computation times of several dozen minutes per
megapixel. In this paper, we propose a faster version of L-JSDE
called recurrent L-JSDE (RL-JSDE) which is a reformulation
of L-JSDE. For reasonable recurrent measurement patterns,
RL-JSDE provides significant speedups on both CPU and GPU
without sacrificing image quality. Compared to L-JSDE, 20-fold
and 733-fold speedups are achieved on CPU and GPU, respectively.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Conventionally, the pixels of an imaging sensor are positioned regularly on the sensor. This results in aliasing
whenever higher frequencies than determined by the Nyquist
theorem are present in the image. One solution to circumvent
artifacts from aliasing is to employ a non-regular placement of
the pixels [1]–[6]. This allows for higher image quality after
reconstructing the image on a higher resolution grid without
increasing the number of physical pixels compared to a lowresolution sensor.
Aiming for a hardware implementation of non-regular sampling, so called quarter sampling was proposed [7]. For quarter
sampling, each pixel of a low-resolution image sensor is covered by 75% such that only one quadrant of the area of a lowresolution pixel is sensitive to light. The transparent quadrants
are placed non-regularly. After a reconstruction of the image
on a high resolution grid, even high frequency content can
be reconstructed which is otherwise lost using a conventional
low-resolution sensor with the same number of pixels. With
this, non-regular sampling is able to achieve higher reconstruction qualities than conventional low-resolution sensors
by applying appropriate sampling patterns and reconstruction
algorithms [8], [9].
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the concept of Three-quarter sampling. Black regions
are opaque, whereas grey regions are transparent. The blue lines separate the
individual pixels.

Besides the position of the pixels, also the shape of the
pixels can be altered. This led to an advancement called threequarter sampling [10]. Here, only 25% of each low-resolution
pixel is opaque resulting in L-shaped integration areas. Such
arrangement is not only more sensitive to light but also results
in higher image qualities after reconstruction compared to
quarter sampling. An illustration of three-quarter sampling can
be seen in Figure 1.
For quarter sampling, an interpolation of the missing pixel
on the high resolution grid is required in post-processing.
Instead of using simple interpolation techniques such as linear
interpolation, sophisticated algorithms such as the frequency
selective reconstruction (FSR) [5] had to be developed in
order to achieve competitive image qualities. For three-quarter
sampling, the reconstruction is even more involved since
the measurement process includes an integration over several
high-resolution pixels. Therefore, the so called joint sparse
deconvolution and extrapolation (JSDE) [10] was proposed.
In [11], the JSDE was further generalized to arbitrary local
measurements leading to the local JSDE (L-JSDE). While the
reconstruction for three-quarter sampling leads to better image
quality, JSDE/L-JSDE also entail a much larger computational
complexity compared to FSR.
For this reason, we propose a reformulation of L-JSDE
called recurrent L-JSDE (RL-JSDE) in this paper. It enables
a much faster processing for the case of recurrent, i.e.,
periodically repeating, measurements. As a side effect, using
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Fig. 2. First three slices through the measurement matrix superimposed to
the corresponding three-quarter sampling sensor.

periodically repeating measurements can be considered advantageous for the hardware manufacturing. Similar assumptions
were made in [8], [9]. Though we focus on the application of
three-quarter sampling, we provide a general description for
arbitrary periodically repeating sensor layouts.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we present
the concept of three-quarter sampling from a compressed
sensing viewpoint. In Section III, the derivation of L-JSDE is
revisited. In Section IV, the recurrent L-JSDE is proposed. In
Section V, we describe the performed simulations and evaluate
the results in terms of memory requirements and runtime.
II. T HREE -Q UARTER S AMPLING IN THE C OMPRESSED
S ENSING F RAMEWORK
First, we revisit the definition of a compressed sensing measurement from [11]. Any compressed sensing measurement
can be written as a linear combination
yi =

M
−1 N
−1
X
X

Aiαβ fαβ ,

(1)

α=0 β=0

where fαβ ∈ [0, 1] are the gray values of the reference image f
of size M ×N that would be acquired with a auxiliary high
resolution sensor, yi are the values measured by the individual
pixels of the image sensors and Aiαβ are the coefficients of
the image measurement matrix. The index i ∈ {0, . . . , L − 1}
enumerates the L measurements. Moreover, α and β are the
vertical and horizontal positions of the pixels of the reference
image with the origin positioned in the upper left corner.
In this work, L = M N/4. Other than the vast majority of
the compressed sensing literature [12]–[15] that artificially
vectorizes the image, we do not vectorize the image in our
notation, cf. (1).
Using the notation in (1), arbitrary measurement patterns
such as quarter sampling [7] and three-quarter sampling [10]
can be described through the measurement matrix Aiαβ .
Figure 2 visualizes the first three slices of a three-quarter
sampling measurement matrix.
III. S TATE - OF - THE -A RT R ECONSTRUCTION A LGORITHM
After the measurements have been performed, the image
needs to be reconstructed on a regular grid of higher resolution,
as already illustrated in Figure 1. The reconstruction algorithm
has to find an approximate solution fˆαβ from the sensor

measurements yi such that the measurement equation (1) is
satisfied as good as possible, e.g., in a least square sense.
For the reconstruction of three-quarter sampling measurements, L-JSDE [11] was recently proposed. L-JSDE is a
generalization of JSDE [10]. It is based on an overlapping
sliding window approach and iteratively generates a model in
the discrete Fourier transform domain for each model window.
We use a target block size of B×B = 4×4 pixels and a model
window of size W ×W = 32×32 pixels.
The L-JSDE aims at building a model of the image on the
local
local
model window fηγ
of size W ×W . The model, fˆηγ
, can
be written as
local
fˆηγ
=

W
−1 W
−1
X
X

Φηγσρ ĉσρ ,

(2)

σ=0 ρ=0

using a sparse transform such as the Fourier transform
γρ
ησ
Φηγσρ = e2πj M e2πj N . Most coefficients ĉσρ are close or
equal to zero since the image is approximately sparse in the
Fourier domain [13], [16]. L-JSDE changes one coefficient
ĉσρ at a time. The selected frequency component (σ, ρ) as
well the amount of the change are determined optimally with
respect to the measurement error in every iterations. For more
details and a complete derivation, see [11]. Though the model
is built on the entire model window, L-JSDE only uses the
reconstructed target block of size B×B for the final image.
Afterwards, the next target block is reconstructed in the same
manner.
IV. P ROPOSED R ECURRENT L-JSDE
In this section, we propose recurrent L-JSDE (RL-JSDE)
being a novel reformulation of L-JSDE [11]. It is useful in case
the sensor layout is recurrent such that the measurement matrix
is identical for many target blocks during the reconstruction.
The concepts used for RL-JSDE are related to an approach
presented in [17] where selective extrapolation [18], being an
inpainting algorithm and the predecessor of FSR [5], is sped
up by several pre-computations for the case of arbitrary basis
functions.
In the remainder of this section, we present all steps to
derive the RL-JSDE. As the L-JSDE, the RL-JSDE aims at
local
building a model of the image in the model window fηγ
of
local
ˆ
size W ×W . The model, fηγ , can be written as
local
fˆηγ
=

−1
W
−1 W
X
X

Φηγσρ ĉσρ .

(3)

σ=0 ρ=0

The residual signal can now be written as
local
rm = ym
−

W
−1 W
−1
X
X

ˆlocal
Alocal
mηγ fηγ ,

(4)

η=0 γ=0

being a measure of how closely the model reproduces the
local
measurement ym
.
Starting with a model fˆlocal,(ν) = 0 as initialization, one
coefficient of the model is changed in each iteration. Let us

assume that in the ν-th iteration, the coefficient ĉσρ is updated
(ν)
by δσρ ,

with B being the projection matrix. D is an auxiliary matrix
defined as a slice

(ν−1)
(ν)
ĉ(ν)
+ δσρ
,
σρ = ĉσρ

Dσρ := Cσρσρ ,

(5)

where the indices σ and ρ are only written out for easier
remembrance. This implies that the model is updated to
local,(ν)
local,(ν−1)
(ν)
fˆηγ
= fˆηγ
+ δσρ
Φηγσρ ,

(6)

(13)

through the four-dimensional matrix C with coefficients
Cσρuv :=

−1 W
−1
X W
X
X

∗
local
Alocal
mη̃γ̃ Φη̃γ̃σρ wm Amηγ Φηγuv , (14)

m=0 η̃,γ̃=0 η,γ=0

and the residual signal can therefore be written as
(ν)
rm

=

(ν−1)
rm

−

(ν)
δσρ

W
−1
X

Alocal
mηγ Φηγσρ .

(7)

η,γ=0

The weighted residual energy in the ν-th step can now be
expressed as
X
2
(ν)
(ν)
rm
wm ,
(8)
Ew
=

and qσρ is the frequency weighting function that prefers low
frequencies over high frequencies. The auxiliary matrices B,
C, and D only depend on the local measurement matrix, the
Fourier basis functions and the spatial weighting function wm
and can therefore be pre-computed and re-used for all model
windows with the same measurement matrix.
With the optimal frequency components (u, v) at hand, we
update the model coefficient

m=0

where wm is the isotropic spatial weighting function that gives
less weight to the errors further away from the center in
order to optimize to model inside the target block [11]. The
(ν)
coefficient update δσρ shall be chosen such that the weighted
(ν)
residual energy Ew is minimized. For this, Wirtinger calculus
is used and the partial derivatives with respect to the coefficient
updates are set to zero,
(ν)

(ν)

∂Ew

(ν)

!

=0

and

∂δσρ

∂Ew
!
∗ = 0.

(ν)
∂ δσρ

(9)

Fortunately, these derivatives can be evaluated analytically.
After straightforward but cumbersome calculations, the authors of [11] arrive at the update equations in the ν-th iteration,



(ν)
(ν−1)
(u, v) = argmin qσρ · Ew
− Ew
= ... =
σ,ρ


2
−1
P WP
(ν−1)
local
∗


Amη̃γ̃ Φη̃γ̃σρ wm rm


m=0 η̃,γ̃=0


(10)
= argmax qσρ
2 


σ,ρ
WP
−1 WP
−1
P


wm
Alocal
mηγ Φηγσρ
m=0

ηγ=0 γ=0

Here, we identify that most calculations in the numerator
and the denominator could be pre-computed in case of recurrent measurements. Therefore, we rewrite (10) as


2
(ν−1)
R
σρ


(11)
(u, v) = argmax qσρ
.
Dσρ
σ,ρ
(ν)

Here, Rσρ is the projected residual
(ν)
Rσρ
=

−1
X W
X

∗
(ν)
Alocal
mη̃γ̃ Φη̃γ̃σρ wm rm ,

m=0 η̃,γ̃=0

|

{z

=:Bmσρ

}

(12)

(ν−1)
(ν)
ĉ(ν)
+ γodc δuv
,
uv = ĉuv

(15)

using the expansion coefficient
(ν−1)

(ν)
=
δuv

Ruv
,
Duv

(16)

and the so called orthogonality deficiency compensation factor
γodc , which was first introduced in [19] and can be interpreted
as a step-width. All coefficients of the projected residual are
updated according to
(ν)
(ν−1)
(ν)
Rσρ
= Rσρ
− γodc δuv
Cσρuv .

(17)

After the maximum number of iterations, νmax , we transform
the model back to the image domain
local
fˆηγ
=

−1
W
−1 W
X
X

(ν=νmax )
Φηγσρ ĉσρ

(18)

σ=0 ρ=0

and copy the central target block of size B×B pixels to the
final image. Afterwards, the next target block is processed.
The reconstruction result of RL-JSDE is identical to that of
L-JSDE up to numerical precision. Comparing the above steps
with the derivation of L-JSDE [11], the key difference is that
the newly defined projected residual can directly be updated
in (17) instead of having to update the residual itself. The
projected residual can then be used in (11) and (16) directly
and the residual signal itself is not needed. Moreover, the
matrices B, C, and D are identified and pre-computed for
any of the W 2 /B 2 measurement matrices needed during the
reconstruction. A flow-chart comparing L-JSDE and RL-JSDE
is shown in Figure 3.
Overall, the computational complexity for each target block
scales linearly with the number of pixels inside the model window, i.e., O(W 2 ). Other than this, for L-JSDE, the complexity
scales with O(W 4 ) as can be seen in (10) where an additional
matrix-vector product has to be computed.
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image, fαβ

b)
Reference
image, fαβ

Measurement
process, cf. (1)
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Runtime on GPU
RL-JSDE
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C. Evaluation of the Runtime

Fig. 3. Flow chart for (a) L-JSDE and (b) RL-JSDE. For RL-JSDE, several
matrices are pre-computed under the assumption that the measurements are
recurrent.
TABLE I
A DDITIONAL MEMORY REQUIRED BY RL-JSDE FOR ALL MATRICES B, C,
AND D DUE TO THE PRE - COMPUTATIONS .
B
C
D
134.4 MB 537.6 MB 0.5MB

L-JSDE [11] RL-JSDE (prop.)
1823 s
86 s
550 s
0.75 s

Reconstructed
image, fˆαβ

Pre-compute
matrices
B, C, and D

Required memory

TABLE II
AVERAGE RUNTIMES IN SECONDS FOR AN IMAGE OF SIZE 1200×1200
PIXELS .

Total
672.5MB

V. E XPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
A. Simulation setup
Several experiments have been performed to evaluate the
reconstruction quality, the memory requirements and the runtime of RL-JSDE compared to L-JSDE. The code of L-JSDE
was provided by the authors and we implemented RL-JSDE
within the same framework.1 Regarding the evaluation dataset,
we use images from the TECNICK dataset [20] consisting of
100 natural images of size 1200×1200 pixels. The images
serve as reference images f and the measured values yi can
be generated by multiplying the image with the measurement
matrix of the three-quarter sampling sensor as in (1). For the
recurrent sensor layout, a random pattern is used that repeats
periodically after 32 pixels.
The reconstruction results of L-JSDE and RL-JSDE were
verified to be identical up to numerical precision for all images,
as expected. In the following, we focus on the additional
memory requirements and the runtimes of the different reconstruction algorithms.
B. Additional Memory Usage
The RL-JSDE performs several pre-computations leading
to an additional need of memory compared to L-JSDE. In
Table I the required memory to store all 322 /42 = 64 matrices
B, C, and D is given. The total used memory to store the precomputations is less than 700MB being acceptable on modern
computers and modern GPUs. The memory requirements
beyond the pre-computations are on the order of kilobytes and
are therefore negligible.
1 The source code of RL-JSDE is published online:
https://gitlab.lms.tf.fau.de/LMS/local_jsde_public

In this section, we investigate the runtimes for the different
reconstruction algorithms. For the CPU measurements, all
algorithms were restricted to a single CPU core of an Intel
Xeon E3-1245v5 processor with 3.50 GHz. In each case, the
measured runtime was averaged for all 100 images of the
TECNICK dataset being of size 1200×1200 pixels. For the
GPU measurements, we rewrote both algorithms using the
Numba [21] GPU interface and ran the reconstructions on an
Nvidia RTX 2080.
The timing results are provided in Table II. We find that the
proposed RL-JSDE is more than 20x faster than L-JSDE [11]
on the CPU. For the GPU, a 733-fold speedup is achieved.
Compared to the CPU version of L-JSDE [11], the GPU
version of RL-JSDE achieves a 2430-fold speedup. With this,
near real-time processing for the reconstruction of recurrent
three-quarter sampling measurements seems possible.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we proposed a reformulation of L-JSDE called
recurrent L-JSDE (RL-JSDE). With this reformulation, several
pre-calculations can be done for the case of recurrent sensor
layouts and the complexity of the algorithm can be reduced.
As exemplarily recurrent sensor layout, we use a recurrent
three-quarter sampling sensor design.
In our evaluation, we achieve a 20-fold speedup on the
CPU and a 733-fold speedup on the GPU. Overall, more
than one image with 1200×1200 pixels could be reconstructed
per second. At the same time, the reconstruction results of
RL-JSDE are identical to that of L-JSDE up to numerical
precision.
With such significant speed-ups in reconstruction, this work
paves the way to realize three-quarter sampling sensors in
actual hardware systems simplifying both sensor manufacturing through recurrent measurement patterns and enabling fast
image reconstruction through RL-JSDE.
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